This system is designed to help customers find electronic service centers were spread in Tangerang. The distribution of electronic service center makes it difficult for users to determine the right electronic service center. Sometimes customers don't know the results of repairs from the electronic service center. Search for electronic service center on the system is using the Haversine method. Haversine is used to calculate the distance between the position of the customer and the position of the electronic service centers. In addition to Haversine, the search for electronic service center will be adjusted to the type of goods you want to repair and rating from the results of the performance electronic service center. In this system, the customer can choose the damage diagnosis available and the customer can also make a special order by describing the customer's damage. This system was tested using Black Box Testing with Boundary Value Analysis technique, based on the results of testing the system can use data with a success percentage of 96.66%. The system is tested with User Acceptance Testing to find out how much the level of user acceptance of the system designed, and the result is 75% of users agree with the system.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this globalization era, technology helps a lot of human activities, especially in the business side, one of which is E-Commerce. E-Commerce is the sale or purchase of goods and services, with companies, households, individuals, governments, and communities that are done through computers on the internet network [1] . E-Commerce is also one form of E-Business, E-Business is an example of an internet technology-based strategy that can help businesses to communicate and distribute goods and services to consumers [2] . Every business wants to serve its customers to the maximum so that it will trigger customers to make repeated transactions. With maximum service, of course, there is a process of determining customer patterns and questionnaire ratings or reviews given to customers of services provided so that it will be able to produce services that are appropriate and maximum.
Repair is an activity to repair an item which has a damaged component. When a customer's favorite electronics are damaged, customers will want their favorite items to be reused. The electronic service center is a solution to repair electronic goods that have damage to parts or do not work well for these electronic goods. The spread of electronic service centers both large and small will certainly make it difficult for customers to determine the exact location of the electronic service center. The large electronic service centers certainly only reach one particular brand and cannot repair those in the product line before. The distribution of electronic service centers makes customers save many electronic service center address and even customers have to find address who can repair his/her electronic. Many customers can't decide who can do a repair with good service so that customers will waste time, money and power because of difficult to choose the right electronic service center.
Seeing from the various problems above, a system that can help search for electronic service center based on customer locations, both large and small electronic service center, where is needed to make more practical transactions. Customers are given the convenience in determining which electronic service centers are more effective and do not have to save a lot of contacts where the electronic service center. This convenience will help customers to be able to do other activities, by not wasting time just to determine the location of electronic service centers.
II. LITERATURES REVIEW
In Megha G. Mathpal's review, the distribution of popular places in India is not fully registered on the Internet [3] . Megha G. Mathpal makes a system that can display many of popular places based on the user's position. In designing the system, Haversine is used as a calculation of the distance between the user's position and various popular places. Next, a review from Farid and Yulanda Yunus developed a system to search for the closest location to hospitals and health centers in Gorontalo province [4] . The search system is helped by the Haversine method as a search for the closest location of the distribution of hospitals and health centers.Yulianto et al. discuss the application of the Haversine formula to search for the shortest distance to a futsal court location [5] . Yulianto et al. create a system for searching for the location of the nearest football court from the user's position. In the review of M. Basyir et al. explain about making a reporting application based on the user's location (example: police, hospital, etc.) using Haversine as a determinant of the user's distance [6] . From the four reviews above, the maps in the system uses the Google Maps API.
III. FRAMEWORK
This is a framework for information system marketplace for electronic repair service providers: This system is designed using Unified Modeling Language (UML) which is software with the paradigm of "objectoriented". Modeling is actually used to simplify complex problems in such a way that it is easier to learn and understand [7] . Unified Modeling Language helps the system documentation process become easier and more efficient, UML consists of Use Case Diagrams, Activity Diagrams, Class Diagrams, and Sequence Diagrams. Therefore the following Use Case Diagram of the marketplace information system provider of electronic service centers: The following use cases are documented in the form of images for easy reading, the use case contains a collection of activities that occur in each actor both inside and outside the system. The system is designed using the Waterfall methodology. The Waterfall methodology is often called the sequential linear model or classic life cycle. The waterfall model provides an ordered lifeline approach starting from analysis, design, coding, testing, and maintenance [8] . In the first phase of analysis, Identifying problems that occur in customers and electronic repair places to be used as a foundation in making market information systems providers of reparation electronics services. at the Design stage, the system is designed using Unified Modeling Language (UML) modeling and the Haversine formula is used as a distance determination method. in the coding phase, the system is built using the PHP programming language and uses MySQL as a database. at the end of the testing phase, the system built will be tested by Black Box Testing: Boundary Value Analysis and User Acceptance Testing (UAT) as an assessment of the system of several respondents. With the Waterfall Methodology, the system design process becomes more systematic and orderly. Each stage will be more arranged, therefore the system designed can be completed properly.
The programming language used is using PHP and CSS as the design of the web, PHP & CSS was choose because the system can be used through computers and smartphones. The database used is MySQL, the system programming is assisted by XAMPP as a server that connects the database with the web (localhost).
IV. METHODS
Based on the problem proposed the Haversine Formula method as a calculation to find the distance of the user from the place of repair. Haversine Formula was first used by Josef de Mendoza y Ríos in 1795 [9] . In general, Haversine is used to calculate the distance between two points on earth based on the length of a straight line between two points without ignoring the curvature of the earth. Haversine requires latitude and longitude both positions of the start point and end point.
The following is the Haversine Formula calculation formula:
V. RESULTS
Furthermore, Haversine is calculated with the customer's location and several locations where the electronic service center:
Customer position latitude1 : -6,158587 longitude1 : 106,584358 Repair place posistion latitude2 : -6.161068 longitude2 : 106.585349 Before entering into the Haversine formulation, each latitude and longitude point of both positions is multiplied by radians. radian : 0,0174532925 radian latitude1 : -6,158587 * 0,0174532925
: -0,10748762 radian longitude1 : 106,584358 * 0,0174532925 : 1,860247976 radian latitude2 : -6,161068 * 0,0174532925
: -0,107530922 radian longitude2 : 106,585349 * 0,0174532925 : 1,860265272 Next is the Haversine formulation:
= acos( sin( 1) * sin( 2) + cos( 1) * cos( 2) * cos( 2 − 1)) * = acos( sin(−0,10748762) * sin(−0,107530922) + cos(1,860247976) * cos(1,860265272) * cos(1,860265272 − 1,860247976)) * 6371 = 0,296832862 km or 296,8328619 m
Here are the results of the Haversine Formula calculation using customer and electronic service center repair points as sampling data to measure the closest distance: The picture above is a display of select electronic service center location contained in the system, where there is a map and a list of electronic service center was available. The list of electronic service center has been sorted by the closest distance to the customer's position, rating, points, and ability of the repair shop.
VI. RESULT
The search for repair is adjusted to the distance, rating, points, and ability of the repair places. Rating at each repair place is the result of reviews of orders that occurred at the repair place. The points here are used to indicate the activity of the reparation site, for the starting point will be given a value of 65 each electronic service center makes a registration. If the repair point is less than 45, the repair shop cannot accept incoming bookings. Points will increase if the repair shop successfully performs repairs, while points will be reduced if the repair shop ignores or rejects customer bookings and can't repair customer electronic order. The following table values for each rating given in the form of points: Each rating entered when giving reviews on an electronic service center has its own point value. When customers submit reviews later each review will be added up and produce a rating of an electronic service center The ability of the electronic service center will be adjusted to the goods that can be repaired by the electronic service center. Because if not limited, the scope of electronic goods that can be repaired will be too broad.
In the customer system and the electronic service, can explain as shown below: 1. Service center must register, and check the suitability of the location point. 2. The electronic service center must register an electronice service center that can be repaired 3. The customer can search for the electronic service center in accordance with the ability of the electronic service center. Search for electronic service center will also be sorted by the closest distance to the customer, rating, and have a minimum of 45 points. 4. The customer will choose a diagnosis that is in accordance with the condition of the electronic goods, if not available, customers can make a special order in the form of a description. Customers can continue the order or just to see the price of an electronic service center. If the customer continues the order, then customer will be asked to enter the reservation schedule with the electronic service center that was been selected. 5. The electronic service center can receive notification of the customer's order, but the electronic service center can reject the order if the electronic service center is not sure that it can repair the customer's electronic goods. 6. The electronic service center will send technicians according to the reservation schedule to the customer's location. The technician will validate the suitability of the damage diagnosis, if it is not appropriate the technician will update the customer's diagnosis. 7. After completion, the customer makes a payment for the technician's repair. Finally, customers will be asked to giving a review of the repairs carried out.
For test the feasibility of a system with Black Box Testing to test software in terms of functional specifications without testing the design and program code [10] . For that reason, Black Box Testing is tested using the Boundary Value Analysis technique, Boundary Value Analysis is a testing technique in Black Box Testing that tests an input value of upper and lower limits [11] . Upper limit value are 96,43 and the lower limit below are 96,88 is the length of the input. Boundary Value Analysis test of the two functionalities indicate that the system can handle data with a 96.66% success rate.
In a field. So that tested several functionalities of "Electronic Service Center Registration". Here is one of the results of system testing using the Boundary Value Analysis technique: 1) Electronic Service Center Registration Electronic Service Center Registration is one of the functions performed by the electronic service center by entering the profile data and position of the electronic service center where it will be used to access the system. The Electronic Service Center Registration consists of a data entry form and a map of the electronic service center location. On this form there are seven data fields entered, namely: Username, Email, Password, Confirm password, Store name, Full address, and Repair fee.
Fig. 4 Electronic Service Center Registration Form
Based on the Customer Registration form (Figure 3. ) an eight field-tested is carried out on the form and shown below. The table above shows that the "Customer Registration" functionality can handle data 96.88%.
Based on the Electronic Service Center Registration form (Figure 4. ) a seven field-tested is carried out on the form and shown below. The table above shows that the "Electronic Service Center Registration" functionality can handle data 96.43%.
2) Overall Boundary Value Analysis
Here is a summary table of the entire Boundary Value Analysis to see the percentage of success of each functionality tested in handling data: Based on the table above, it can be concluded that the results of the Boundary Value Analysis test of the two functionalities indicate that the system can handle data with a 96.66% success rate. one field in the "Customer Registration" functionality and one field in the "Electronic Service Center Registration" functionality needs to be improved to improve the system's ability to process data.
In processing the data using descriptive statistical analysis. Descriptive statistical analysis describe the facts that there is to be processed into data. The data then analyzed to obtain a conclusion. Descriptive statistical analysis used to describe how the quality level application system. The steps performed in the descriptive statistical analysis are as follows: a. Each indicator is rated by the respondents, classified into five alternative answers using ordinal scale that describes rank answers. b. Calculate total score variable/subvariable= total score of all indicator variable for all respondents. c. Calculate score every variable/subvariable= average from total score. d. To describe the respondents' answers, also used descriptive statistics such as frequency distribution and display in the form of tables or graphs. e. To answer a description of the variables, use a range of assessment criteria as follows:
Actual Score = Actual Score
Ideal Score
x 100%
Actual Score = All respondent answer Ideal score = Highest score or all respondents assumed to choose the answer with the highest score Table 8 . Ideal Percentage Criteria Score [12] % Total Score Criteria 20,00% -36,00%
Bad 36,01% -52,00%
Not Good 52,01% -68,00%
Enough 68,01% -84,00%
Good 84,01% -100% Very Good
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the results of the marketplace information system design of an electronic repair service provider, it can be concluded as follows:
1) The Haversine method helps calculate the distance between each customer position and the scattered repair places 2) The search for repair places is also adjusted to the ability to repair electronic goods so that the process of finding a repair place becomes more effective and efficient 3) The existence of ratings and review on repair place can help new customers make an order 4) The information system that was designed have 96.66% success rate of receiving data in the Boundary Value Analysis test 5) User Acceptance Testing method test system on 15 respondents in the form of a questionnaire containing 10 questions about the system with results 75.86% agree.
